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Cultural show to support Jewellery show to
disabled sports activities be largest ever
Bahrain Tribune
Sunday, September 25, 2005

THE Bahrain Disabled
Sports Federation (BDSF)
will organise a fundraising
cultural programme along
with the Kerala Arts and
Catholic Association to help
the federation’s members to
compete in international
events.
A two-day Indian cultural
show, Melodic Meet 2005,
will be held at the Indian
Club on separate dates – on
the third day of Eid Al Fitr
in November and on
December 17.
The show will feature top
Tamil film personalities like
Krishna Raj and Raihana
(sister of renowned music
director A.R. Rahman.
Another star will be Sun
TV-fame mimicry artiste
Srikanth who will perform
on the third day of Eid.
On December 17, music
stars Mohammed Aslam as
well as Bollywood singer

BDSF chairman Major General Shaikh Duaij bin Khalifa Al Khalifa with event organisers at the ticket launch.
Faridi and By the People
dancing
sensation
Philipkutty will perform.
The entry-cum raffle ticket costs BD1 which gives
the holder a chance to win a
2005 Mitsubishi Lancer, the

first prize in a raffle that will
give away 20 other prizes.
“The amount we raise
from the event would be
used for the athletes to participate in the GCC powerlifting championship to be

held in Saudi Arabia in
December,” said BDSF
director general Essam
Kamal.
KACA general secretary
T.P. Abdulla said that his
organisation was proud to

be associated with BDSF
once again to support disabled athletes.
The event is being organised in association with Sri
Lankan Airlines and Zayani
Motors.

WITH the largest collection of jewels, precious stones and luxury watches and timepieces set to dazzle visitors at Jewellery Arabia
2005, show organisers Arabian Exhibition
Management (AEM) have got special permission to build a free-standing temporary hall of
1,000 square metres to accommodate more
exhibitors, writes Meera Ravi.
The show already sprawls over halls
one and two of the Bahrain International
Exhibition Centre and the exhibitor profile has this year been rigorously monitored to make the event more tightly
focused on the jewellery and luxury
watch trade, AEM Director of Sales
Fawzi Al Shehabi said.
“The most exclusive names in the world
of high jewellery and luxury watches will
converge for the Middle East industry
event of the year,” he said. “Over 500
exhibitors from 28 nations will present
their latest designs and collections on a
floor area of 14,000 square metres – the
largest exhibition in the 14-year history of
the series. Many companies will again
have an exclusive presence in the Middle
East at Jewellery Arabia, affording
upwards of 30,000 visitors a unique

regional preview of the global market and
trends.”
World famous names will be joined by
pavilions from Brazil, Germany, Hong
Kong, India, Italy, Switzerland, Thailand
and Turkey. New to this year’s exhibition
are official groups from Greece and
France.
A strong Lebanese and GCC contingent drawn from the region’s most exclusive jewellers concludes the line-up.
Among them are Bahrain Jewellery
Centre, Taqi’s Jewellery, Asia Jewellery
and Al Ezz who will bring together collections of international brands in boutique formats.
The exhibition will also feature retail
packaging, merchandising material and jewellery manufacturing machinery and technology.
Jewellery Arabia is open from
November 23 to 27 between 4 and 10pm
daily for jewellery manufacturers,
importers, wholesalers, traders and retailers as well as private investors and collectors by invitation. The event will be exclusively open for women on November 24
from 10am to 1pm.

Kannada Sangha to
present Yakshagana
The raffle winners with Batelco officials.

Batelco raffle winners announced
BATELCO has announced the names of
its summer campaign raffle winners. The
winners received free air tickets to various destinations. Every new postpaid or
prepaid customer who subscribed and
every customer who participated in the
MMS movie director competition during
the summer campaign had his/her name
automatically entered into the draws.

The winners for July were
Mohammed Qamar (two tickets to
Athens) and Hussain AbdulKarim
(two tickets to Dubai). The winners for
August
were
Fatima
Hassan
Mohammed (package for two to
Istanbul) and Jafar Nasser Ahmed (two
return tickets for Dubai).
July Simsim raffle winner was

Rafeek Hassan Khani, who got two
return tickets to Damascus. August
Simsim raffle winner A. Ghani
Mansoor Abdulla got two tickets to
Beirut. July MMS competition winner
Saad Busaad won two return tickets to
Dubai and August MMS competition
winner Amer Ali Abdulrasool also won
two return tickets to Dubai.

Hawa Bazaar
cancelled
THE Children and Mothers
Welfare Society (CMWS) has
cancelled the 14th Hawa
Bazaar that was scheduled to
be held on Wednesday and
Thursday at the society’s
premises in Isa Town.
The two-day bazaar for
items related to Ramadhan
was cancelled due to the
lack of time for the preparations, said a member of
CMWS.
“However, the society
will host a mini bazaar presenting a variety of goods
used during Ramadhan,”
she said.
The mini bazaar will be
held tomorrow at 11am at the
society premises.

Over 32 art works consisting of abstracts and
sculptures by Iraqi
artist Kareem Risan
went on display at Al
Riwaq Art Gallery yesterday. The exhibition
showcased paintings
on wood, oil paintings
and acrylic. This was
Risan’s first exhibition
in Bahrain.
Pictures – Hameed Jaffar

THE Kannada Sangha will present
‘Yakshagana’, a popular art form of
Karnataka, on September 29 at the
Delmon International Hotel.
Yakshagana is a colourful traditional
dance drama combining music, dance
and dialogues believed to be over five
centuries old.
The theme of Yakshagana is generally based on the extracts from the great
epics of India, which are popular since
centuries.
The episode for the presentation is
titled ‘Shree Devi Mahatme’.

A leading professional Yakshagana
artiste, Ramesh Shetty Bayaru, will be
coming to Bahrain to give the presentation.
The guest artiste has been performing for over three decades in this traditional art field. He is a specialist in
depicting a number of mythological
characters and also an expert player of
different musical instruments of
Yakshagana. His depiction of characters and his specialised way of performance has earned him much fame back
home.

He will be performing with amateur
artistes from the Kannada Sangha
Yakshagana Wing.
The programme will start at 7pm.
Tickets are priced at BD5 (donor
pass - admit two) and BD1 (admit one).
Tickets are available at the Sangha
office and various restaurants and
shops. National Images and Al Hamad
construction are the main sponsors of
the programme.
For more information, contact
Rajkumar on 39688395 or Kamalaksha
Amin on 39655681.

Blind teacher leads kids into world of music
By Meena Menezes

BD100,000 project to revamp
Salmaniya Emergency
A BD100,000 contract to
revamp the Accident and
Emergency Department at the
Salmaniya Medical Complex
will be awarded next month,
writes Mandeep Singh.
The head of the department, Dr Nabeel Ansari,
told Bahrain Tribune yesterday that the project included
setting up a toxicology centre, revamping the waiting
area and changing the way
people approach the emergency room and the way
they are treated.
“Several steps are in place
and all we need is the
revamp to make such measures visible. The toxicology centre is one such step
and we hope that will dramatically improve the services at the department.”

Ramesh during a Yakshagana performance. Right: Artistes in various costumes.

Dr Nabeel Ansari
He said that the overall
aim is to improve services
so that the system becomes
people-friendly and they are
able to react to any disaster
or emergency in the shortest
possible time. He said that

plans are under way to
develop disaster management training and pre-hospitality management.
He said that 18 papers to
improve emergency services
have been prepared by a
group of doctors, headed by
himself. “About 800 people
visit the emergency department daily but only 15 per
cent are genuine emergencies”
He said that experience
had been gained in the last
few months by specialist
emergency doctors. “Five
doctors have returned from
Paris after taking part in the
Third
Mediterranean
Emergency
Medicine
Congress. The papers presented by the Bahrain team
were greatly appreciated.”

MUSIC is the language of the heart
and no one understands it better than
Amina Zaki Al Murshidi, a music
teacher with the Bahrain Saudi
Institute for the Blind.
As her hands glide over the keyboard, Amina’s face is a picture of
serenity and she is lost in her own
little world. The beautiful composition that she plays with such grace
and expertise makes you forget that
she is actually blind.
Amina, an Egyptian who has
worked as a music teacher at the
institute for the past 15 years, says
the institute is her home and the students her children.
Although she was born blind, her
love for music got her learning at the
tender age of six when she was taught
how to listen and write music at the
Institute of the Blind in Cairo, after
which there was no turning back. With
the support of her family, she went on
to complete her higher studies in
music at the Cairo faculty of Arts and
has also studied English, French,
Farsi, Turkish and other languages.
“For a blind person, learning
braille is most important because it
is the window to the world outside
and once you master it, the rest is
easy. A lot depends on personal
interest too,” she said.

Amina on the keyboard.
As a music teacher, she teaches a
total of 35 students how to play all
keyboard instruments as well as the
guitar and drums.
“Being blind makes it easier for
me to understand the difficulties that
these children face because I have
experienced it all myself at their
age. Therefore we share a better
understanding.”

“All the students are different,
those who are talented pick up faster
while those who are average take a
longer time, but I teach them in simple steps. They have to first listen to
the music and learn to love it, only
then will they be able to play.”
Amina loves classical, romantic
and Arabic music and her favourite
composers are Beethoven, Mozart

and Hayden among others.
Encouraged by their compositions,
she has also composed her own
music, which she calls ‘Memories’.
“It will be a dream come true if I
can have my compositions recorded
professionally and sold, but such a
project would need funds and sponsorship, which I don’t have.”
She is proud of the fact that under
her training, the institute has won
first prize for three consecutive
years in competitions among
preparatory schools in Bahrain. She
was also responsible for composing
the melodies for one of the primary
schools that performed on stage at
the institute.
“Composing music can take me
anywhere between five minutes to a
day, depending on how difficult the
piece is. The music I compose reflects
my mood at the time,” she said.
Amina said that being blind is not
a detriment to learning music and it
is all about having a love for music.
“It is definitely a great way to destress and express oneself through
music and for me it means everything.”
Amina also enjoys reading as a pastime but says her life’s passion is her
music. She says it will give her utmost
happiness when she sees that the children she now teaches will one day
excel in music in the years to come.
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